
HYMER Nova & Nova S
Visually stunning – impressively practical.



More than 10 years ago, the brand new model is being added

to the HYMER series: the HYMER Nova. It boasts with a modern

design, unique comfort features and top functionality combined

with excellent practicality. The innovative HYMER raum+system

guarantees even more space and freedom of movement within

the same dimensions. Highlights of the new Nova generation

include its outstanding body shell design, separate dressing room,

practical new service installation systems and absolute winter

resistance. We are convinced we’ve built the best caravan ever –

take a look and see if you agree!

HYMER Nova highlights
Perfection down to the last detail.

AL-KO Vario chassis:
allows plenty of payload

Good insulation
thanks to 51 mm
sandwich floor

raum+system: for
added stowage space

and functionality

More freedom of
movement with 1.98 m

headroom
PUAL body shell design:

optimal insulation,
absolute stability

50-l underfloor
freshwater tank

Optimal brake
force thanks to

AAA Premium Brake

HYMER Nova
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Amazing space

The front section is a triumph of
design: easy access thanks to the
ergonomic swivel flap with low
loading edge and plenty of space
for the bike rack, rollable grey wa-
ter tank and two 11-kg gas cylin-
ders.

Efficient air circulation

All overhead storage cupboards
have a void at the back through
which warm air can circulate
freely. That way major tempera-
ture variations and unwanted con-
densation in the interior can be
avoided.

Accurate support

The optional HYMER sleeping
comfort system with high quality
cup slatted frame ideally empha-
sises the advantages of the multi-
zone cold foam mattresses. Each
area of the body is supported
with the ideal counter-pressure
for snug and restful sleep.

Systematic space saving

The innovative raum+system of the HYMER Nova gives you even more
space and comfort within the same dimensions. Completely clear
stowage spaces, large overhead storage cupboards and the cellar space
below the beds and seating ensure a huge amount of extra storage.
The raum+system also accommodates two-metre-long beds, U-shaped
comfort seating and a dressing room.

Practical storage box

It is well worth equipping your
caravan with an extra lockable
storage box. This is just the thing
for tidying away all kinds of equip-
ment, from snowboard and skis
for your winter holidays to the
awning in summer.

Illustrations for example purposes only.

Double advantage

The 50-litre fresh water tank is in-
stalled under the floor, protected
from frost inside an insulated GRP
shell. This ensures improved hand-
ling and more space for stowage.
An underfloor 50-litre waste water
tank is also available on request.

A real head-turner

The high-class Goldschmitt alloy
rims supplied as standard have
an unusual look which adds to
the chic overall impression of the
HYMER Nova. Despite their light
weight, they also allow a substan-
tially higher payload.
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The package

• Alloy rims
• Spare wheel on alloy rim
• Drawbar cover
• Trailer Control
• Dustbin – integrated into entrance door
• Entrance door with window
• Mosquito net (entire door height)
• Panoramic front window –

with blackout blind and mosquito net
• Style collection Trentino pear tree furniture

finish, 2-coloured flaps, black chrome handles
• Cushion make „SL“ (round)
• Cosy package (table cloth, 3 scatter cushions for living area;

bedspread and 2 scatter cushions for sleeping area)
• Carpet Roma or Samara (supplied loose)

• Electro Autarcy package (95 Ah AGM living area battery,
230 V charger, LED charger control display, booster)

• Ambiance illumination
• Universal awning socket (230 V, 12 V, TV)
• Socket package (additional 2 x 230 V

sockets in living room and kitchen)
• 8,4 l boiler and electro bar heater 3000 W
• ALDE warm water floor heating
• Fresh water tank level indicator
• COMET water connection
• Waste water tank 22 l (roll-out) –

located in gas bottle compartment
• External gas socket with shut-off tap
• Aspire cooker / oven combination incl. grill tray
• Microwave incl. 230 V socket

485, 541 and 545 models only

• Luxury shower equipment (folding shower walls, 40 x 40 cm roof
vent instead of washroom window, shower tap with shower hose
and wall bracket)

The HYMER Nova package
All inclusive – comprehensive carefree.

HYMER Nova
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Where luxury comes as standard
Why pay for extras? HYMER has it all!

Innovations

Pioneering lightness: from light-
weight construction to the unique
new raum+system, HYMER is
constantly setting standards.

We strive to set ever new standards in the production of our

HYMER caravans. Prime examples of this are the patented PUAL

design and innovative raum+system. HYMER caravans come with an

extensive range of safety equipment as standard. Superior fittings,

a stylish interior design and an ideal interior climate are a hallmark

of all our models. That way our customers can rest assured that

they are buying a vehicle with high value retention. What’s more,

they can access a comprehensive range of services at all times.

Safe braking

The AAA Premium Brake is now
fitted in all HYMER caravans as
standard. This automatic brake
adjustment facility shortens the
braking distance substantially.

Value retention

An investment that pays for itself:
our vehicles still fetch high resale
prices even after many years.

Top service

Also good to know: we’ll still be
there for you post-sale, thanks to
our dedicated European-wide ser-
vice and extensive dealer network.

High-tech body

Unrivalled technology: the PUAL
design ensures a perfect interior
climate even at extreme temper-
atures.

Every convenience

All-round comfort: the high-
quality fittings and elegant design
impress at first glance.

raum+system

The raum+system in the HYMER
Nova guarantees completely clear,
unobstructed storage, and offers
even more space and convenience
thanks to the central service in-
stallation concept and system rails.

Maximum safety

The standard anti-snake stabilis-
er with automatic overrun device
and automatic reversing mech-
anism improves the driving and
braking performance as a whole –
even on downhill stretches!
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Comfortable seating

In the HYMER Nova 585 here in leather pebble fabric design (optional),
you sit on comfortable upholstery with lumbar and knee support.

Complete kitchen studio

The kitchen in the HYMER Nova 580 has it all: an Aspire cooker, 148-li-
tre Smart-Tower refrigerator and sturdy drawers with Servo-Soft closure.

Living and
kitchen comfort
Treat yourself to a little luxury.

HYMER Nova
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Home from home

The HYMER Nova feels almost like your living room at home
thanks to the seating group in leather pebble fabric design (op-
tional) and trendy Trentino pear wood furniture finish.

A great combination

The Thetford Aspire hob and oven combination – with grill compartment,
three gas burners and one hotplate.
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Intelligent bed design

Instant comfort: the ingenious bed assembly takes no time at all,
while the Trentino pear wood furniture finish provides a pleas-
ant ambience.

Just like home

The removable, washable drill covers conceal high-quality cold-foam mat-
tresses that guarantee home-from-home sleeping comfort.

HYMER Nova
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Secure storage

The bathroom in the HYMER Nova 585 boasts an array of open and closed
shelving and cupboards for secure storage of all your items.

Bath and shower room

The side bathroom in the HYMER Nova 580 is an oasis of well-being and
a real eye-catcher too, with bamboo rod applique, indirect lighting and
LED spotlights.

Sleeping and
bathroom comfort
A world of wellness to suit every taste.
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HYMER Nova S highlights
Premium design redefined.

The premium model HYMER Nova S has a brand new look! The

fully redesigned rear radiates sheer elegance. In the interior, high-

class materials and modern design harmonise with a superbly

coordinated lighting concept – and with all the style of a mod-

ern luxury suite! The proven raum+system is retained in the new

HYMER Nova S, providing systematic space optimisation. Like all

caravans of the Nova model range, the new flagship is fully win-

terproof, guaranteeing year-round camping enjoyment.

Handles with
exclusive coating

Drawbar jockey wheel
with load indicator

Optimal brake
force thanks to

AAA Premium Brake

More freedom of
movement with

1.98 m headroom

PUAL body shell design:
optimal insulation,
absolute stability

GRP lightweight floor
(wood-free) 51 mm

raum+system: for
added stowage space

and functionality

PU double-glazed
windows with
inner frames

HYMER Nova S
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Double advantage

The 50-litre fresh water tank is in-
stalled under the floor, protected
from frost inside an insulated GRP
shell. This ensures improved han-
dling and more space for stowage.
An underfloor 50-litre waste water
tank is also available on request.

Optimal leak-tightness

The caravan roof is made from ro-
bust aluminium with no longitu-
dinal seams so that water cannot
penetrate from above. The op-
tional GRP roof coating provides
additional weather and hail pro-
tection, preventing mechanical
damage to the roof surface.

Illustrations for example purposes only

Atmospheric lighting

The atmospheric ambient lighting,
the separately controlled goose-
neck reading lights and the stylish
and practical shelving at the head
of the bed provide all the ingredi-
ents for spending a cosy evening
reading or simply snuggling down
in your mobile home.

Systematic space saving

The innovative raum+system of the HYMER Nova S gives you even more
space and comfort within the same dimensions. Completely clear stowage
spaces, large overhead lockers and the cellar space below the beds and
seating ensure a huge amount of extra storage. The raum+system also ac-
commodates two-metre-long beds and a U-shaped comfort seating area.

A real head-turner

The high-class Goldschmitt alloy
rims supplied as standard have
an unusual look which adds to
the chic overall impression of the
HYMER Nova S. Despite their light
weight, they also allow a substan-
tially higher payload.

Practical pull-out tray

The standard coffee machine pull-
out tray allows the coffee machine
to be stored simply and conven-
iently in the overhead locker when
not in use, thus leaving extra space
on the kitchen worktop.

Pure comfort

The optionally available neck
rests are exceptionally comfort-
able. They can be easily inserted
behind the upholstered seating as
required and are equally easy to
remove.
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Stylish wall cladding

The redesigned kitchen of the HYMER Nova S with mirror-finish surfaces
and wall cladding in high-quality acrylic glass is extremely chic and stylish.

Cosy seating area

The generous U-shaped seating area in the HYMER Nova S 545 is ideal
for relaxation and cosy get-togethers, with indirect light sources for a
pleasant ambience.

HYMER Nova S
comfort
High quality of life en route.

HYMER Nova S
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Stylish wetroom

The redesigned sink unit with its modern, floral design provides a stylish
surround for the “Cool Glass” washbasin.

Comfy bed

The large fixed bed in the rear of the HYMER Nova S 545 pro-
vides comfortable sleeping quarters for two. Above the bed is a
standard double-glazed panoramic roof vent with LED lighting.
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The interior at a glance
Fabric and leather design, carpet and furniture finishes.

= Standard equipment = Optional extra

Textile

HYMER Nova

HYMER Nova S

PicoBrighton London

Model Textile Furniture finishesCarpetGenuine leather

Pebble
leather

Tortora
leather

Napoli
leather

Pico

Brighton London

Pebble leather

Napoli leather Tortora leather

Roma Samara Trentino Pear Wood Velvet Ash

Carpet Furniture finishes

Roma Samara Trentino
Pear Wood

Velvet
Ash

Genuine leather

HYMER Nova and HYMER Nova S
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Model legend

170 – 270 kg

1,700 – 1,800 kg

Berths + O

Length × Width × Height

Payload – O (optional extra)

Max. techn. permissible laden mass – O

Standard chassis AL-KO lightweight chassis

Technical data
The HYMER Nova models.

All technical data can be found in the current caravan price list.

Nova 470

170 – 270 kg

1,700 – 1,800 kg

Nova 485

170 – 470 kg

1,700 – 2,000 kg

Nova 541

150 – 350 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

Nova 545

170 – 370 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

Nova 590

110 – 310 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

Nova 580

110 – 310 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

Nova 620

200 – 500 kg

2,000 – 2,300 kg

Nova 585

120 – 320 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

693 × 230 × 262 cm

721 × 230 × 262 cm

769 × 240 × 262 cm

755 × 240 × 262 cm

805 × 240 × 262 cm

805 × 240 × 262 cm

805 × 240 × 262 cm

828 × 240 × 262 cm

755 × 240 × 262 cmNova 545 S

205 – 405 kg

1,800 – 2,000 kg

882 × 250 × 262 cmNova 690 S

545 – 845 kg

2,500 – 2,800 kg

828 × 240 × 262 cmNova 620 S

480 – 680 kg

2,300 – 2,500 kg
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Note

This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication. Despite

careful checking of the contents, misprints cannot be ruled out. We reserve

the right to modify the equipment or make product improvements during

the course of the model year. Before signing a sales contract, please ask

one of our authorised HYMER/ERIBA dealers about the current product

and series status.

Some vehicles are shown with optional extras which are quoted in the

current price list and available at extra cost. The decoration shown is not

supplied by HYMER/ERIBA. The details of scope of delivery, appearance,

performance, dimensions and weights are valid at the time of going to

press – deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are pos-

sible and permissible.

These data comply with European homologation regulations, which may

change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER/ERIBA

dealer will gladly provide you with information on any changes and the

standard scope of delivery.

Copyright © 2016 Hymer GmbH & Co. KG

Hymer GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 1140
D-88330 Bad Waldsee
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